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Second Language Acquisition. SNU Working Papers in English Linguistics and

!Jmguage 9, 15-35. This paper investigates the effects of structural priming
on l2 overpassivization of accusative verbs. Overpassivization is a notorious
problem for many l2 learners regardless of their proficiency. Researchers
suggest that discourse factors such as the existence of a direct agent or a
cause from a context play a major role in higgering this problem. Structural
priming, which is said to construct an implicit learning mechanism. might
provide a remedy for the overpassivization problem. Based upon this
framework, the current study compared the target production rate of the
priming group and non-priming group, before and after the treatment. The
results show that priming has increased the active use of the unaccusative
verbs, which were the target forms. Slructural priming seems to have persisted
despite the discourse interference which causes the overpassivization
problem. This study is in favor of the framework that considers structural
priming as a part of implicit learning. In addition, it will provide a pedagogical
implication on how to teach unaccusative verbs to l2 learners. (Seoul

National University)
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1. Introduction
People easily learn a simple thing through repetition. When we first
learn how to play tennis, for example, we have to practice repeatedly
how to make a right swing with the racket. While we practice it over
and over again, the clean posture and the appropriate movement of
muscle are customized into the body. However, using the swing in the
game at a right moment with a right strategy is a whole different matter.
We need to proceduralize certain skills with right use. Only in this way,
we can 'master' a certain skill. The same thing can be said on language
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acquisition.
Structural priming is a creative repetition of a language structure. It
occurs to variety of different speakers, both in L1 and l2, and it is also
known to occur between two different languages. It occurs even when
there is no overlapped lexicon, contents, or other pragmatic features.
Therefore, many cognitive researchers assume that this powerful
cognitive mechanism plays a key role in language acquisition. More
specifically, scholars have focused on exploring its possibility as a part
of implicit learning that facilitates procedural knowledge. This study also
focuses on such function of structural priming.
Overpassivization errors, on the other hand, are known as a notorious
problem for the L2 learners. L2 learners tend to overproduce passive
forms when they deal with unaccusative verbs such as break, happen.
This is observed in many L2 learners with different L1 backgrounds
with wide range of proficiency. Its problem source, however, is not
purely syntactic or typology related. Rather, researchers suggest that
cognitive factors such as the existence of direct agent or cause in the
context play a more important role in triggering this problem. If this
is true, it is lack of procedural knowledge that bothers L2 learners more
, rather than lack of declarative knowledge. L2 learners know how and
when to form an active or a passive sentence explicitly. What they confuse
about is the use of that explicit knowledge with unaccusative verbs.
Therefore, as a part of implicit learning mechanism, structural priming
can facilitate L2 learners' acquisition of unaccusative verbs.
To draw a baseline for such research topic, this study first examines
whether structural priming occurs with the L2 learners who are troubled
with the overpassivization problem. I will push learners into a strong
overpassive condition and see if priming can induce the production of
target form in such condition. Then I will observe other distinct
characteristics of structural priming related to the overpassivization
problem This will include the 'leveling effect' of structural priming and
the effect of learners' proficiency.

2. Previous studies
2.1 Structural priming and second language acquisition
Structural priming is a speaker's tendency to produce a syntactic
structure encountered in the recent discourse, as opposed to an
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alternative structure. There have been many researches conducted in the
domain of both L1 and l2 to figure out the persistency and function
of structural priming. Many studies have pointed out that syntactic
priming occurs regardless of topics, lexical items, thematic compositions,
phonology or pragmatic features (Bock 1986, 1989, 1990, Bock & Loebell
1990, Bock, Loebell & Morey 1992, Hare & Goldberg 1999). Also, it even
lasts when there are more than 10 intervening utterances between
priming and primed production (Bock & Griffin 2000).
Recently, in the domain of SLA research, many works have focused
on exploring the possibility of structural priming as a part of language
learning. H the structural priming is so persistent in human languages,
there must be some role it serves for linguistic processing or
communication. Bock and Griffin (2000) tested two alternative proposals
about the mechanism behind structural priming: (a) short-term activation
from a memory representation of a priming structure or (b) longer term
adaptation within the cognitive mechanisms for creating sentences, as
a form of procedural learning. The results suggested that the persisting
effects of priming are more compatible with a learning account than
a transient memory account.
Ferreira and Bock (2006) sunnnarized that the following three functions
of structural priming can facilitate SLA development: implicit learning
effect, fluency enhancement, and alignment in conversation. Among
these, the implicit learning effect has been recently remarked by several
experimental researches. McDonough and Mackey (2008) measured the
implicit learning effect of priming by observing l2 learners' English
question development. In their study, participants showed syntactic
priming effect even for the developmentally more advanced question
forms. Group analysis revealed that the more learners produced priming
sentences during the treatment sessions, the easier they showed the stage
increase. This implies that structural priming can facilitate the language
acquisition with implicit learning effect.
Similarly, Shin and Ouistianson (under review) measured the implicit
and procedural learning effect of priming using two target forms with
different complexity. They compared learners' target form acquisition
patterns in implicit learning condition through priming and in explicit
learning condition by rules. The results showed that while target
production in explicit learning condition showed short-term effect but
rapid drop in the delayed post test with the dative target later , in implicit
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learning condition, learners showed slower but maintainable increase
in dative production. For phrasal verb target, immediate improvement
in explicit learning condition was also observed but there was no rapid
drop in the delayed post test. The authors explained that these differences
in learning patterns are observed because of the difference in formal
complexity: complex forms such as double-object datives are more easily
learned through implicit learning which reinforces procedural
knowledge, while simple forms such as phrasal verbs can be learned
well enough through explicit learning which reinforces declarative
knowledge.
Within this framework of structural priming as an implicit learning,
this study also focuses on observing priming effect by observing increase
in the target form. Unlike the target forms which have been used for
most structural priming studies, the target form in this study is
structurally simpler than its alternative. Thus, the primary factor that
causes underproduction of the target form is not the formal complexity
but other factors: mainly the discourse factor. I will examine the previous
studies related to overpassivization in the next section. Before moving
on, there is one more thing to note : the relation between structural
priming and proficiency. In the priming studies which the target form
has more formal complexity than its alternatives, proficiency seems to
play a certain role. That is, the priming effect seemed to be more likely
to occur to high-proficiency learners than the low-proficiency learners.
However, the effect of proficiency to priming was never examined
thoroughly. In this study, the formal complexity is the opposite.
Therefore, priming effect might also show different behavior than the
previous studies. Exploring the relation between priming and proficiency
is not the explicit goal of this study, but I will describe my observation
in the Discussion part.

2.2 Overpassivization errors and discourse interference
There have been much works reporting that El5 learners have a tendency
to overextend passive structure to unaccusative verbs (Balco 1997,
1-fuakawa 1995, Hubbard 1994, Montrul 1997, Oshita 1997, Yip 1995, Zobl
1989). Unaccusatives are characterized as verbs whose subjects undergo
a stative change that lacks volition. These verbs subcategorize a single
argument that bears the role of patient or theme (i.e., non-agent) as in
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the following examples.
(1) My car suddenly vanished.
(2) Korea's economic situation will improve gradually.
Note that there are two types of unaccusatives: those with transitive
counterparts as in (2) and those without as in (1). Both types of
unaccusatives involve in overpassivization. Examples of the former type
verbs that involve in overpassivization are increase, decrease, improve,
change, grow, continue, and break. Examples of the latter type verbs
that involve in overpassivization are die, suffer, happen, appear,
2000).
disappear, and vanish
Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) pointed out that many languages
distinguish unergatives and unaccusatives in strikingly similar way.
Some languages such as Italian differentiate unergatives and
unaccusatives through case, and others such as Korean through
morphological tense-aspect marking, still others through different word
order. Languages such as English, however, lack any morphosyntactic
cues to distinguish unergatives from unaccusatives. This characteristic
of English becomes problem source for ESL learners.
Zobl (1989) noted that even highly advanced learners overpassivize
unaccusative verbs, and Yip (1990, 1995) also reported that advanced
Chinese learners of English had difficulties in acquiring the correct
passive uses of these verbs. This problem does not stem from structural
complexities since active forms are more easily acquired form than
passive forms.
More interestingly, such overpassivization errors do not seem to stem
from L1 influence. Yip (1990, 1995) showed that Chinese learners often
passivize unaccusative verbs even when the L1 counterparts of l2 target
verbs require active forms. Ju (1997) also showed similar results from
Korean learners of English. Although Korean also expresses 'the accident
happened' in active voice (Sako-ka balseng-het-tafilenat-ta), errors such
as followings persist.

au

(3) *First, the change of life-style will be happened.

au 2000)

To explain the cause of overpassivization by FSL learners, Ju (2000)
conducted an experiment. She asked advanced Chinese ESL learners to
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choose the more grammatical form (active or passive) in target sentences
with unaccusative verbs in two different contexts: one with an available
agent or cause, and the other without any. The results showed that
learners more frequently passivized unaccusative verbs when an agent
or cause was available in the context. This suggests the degree of L2
learners' transitivization depends on the existence of conceptualizable
agents in the discourse.
Chung (2009) conducted a similar experiment using multiple factors
altogether. He compared the effect sizes of four different factors (animacy,
verb alternation, external causation, L1) which are known to trigger
overpassivization. The results showed that among the four factors,
external causation has the largest effect size. However, there was some
L1 effect in the ranking of the effect sizes. For L1 Korean learners, verb
alternation played a more important role than the external causation.
Yet, this doesn't mean that the effect of external causation was not major
for L1 Korean learners. It was a major factor, and indeed it was a univer.3al
factor. Therefore, this study will use the existence of external agent
(causation) as the major condition to induce overpassivization problem.
In this study, intransitive use of unaccusative verbs will be the target
form. I will observe whether the priming effect is strong enough to
increase the target-like use of unaccusative verbs despite persistent
discourse interference. If priming effect survives the discourse
interference in overpassivization, there is a good chance that it can
facilitate the acquisition of target-like unaccusative verb usage.

2.3 Hypothesis
This study focuses on the following two hypotheses.
(A) Structural priming affects the production rate of active usage of
unaccusatives.
(B) Structural priming persists despite the discourse interference.
Hypothesis (A) will be proved by comparing the production rate of
active unaccusative sentences in priming group and no priming group.
Hypothesis (B) will be proved by controlling other factors than the
discourse interference as a possible source of passivization.
Other than those two hypotheses, I will discuss other observations
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I made from the experiment because the implicit goal of this study is
to provide a rich foundation for further priming studies using
unaccusative targets.

3. Methods
3.1 Participants
English as a foreign language learners. The EFL participants were 16
university students ages ranged from 20 to 25. They were divided into
two groups in the treatment session: the priming group and the no
priming group. One student (subject #7) in the priming group who
showed mastery in the target form both in the pretest and the treatment
session was excluded from the analysis. Also, two students in the no
priming group (subject #10, 11) who produced pseudo-passive forms
more than three times were excluded in the second analysis. The reason
and explanation behind the exclusion of pseudo-passive users will be
discussed in detail in the scoring section.
The proficiency of the two groups was not strictly controlled since
overpassivization errors are found in the wide variety of learners,
including advanced learners. The data collected from the language
background profiling revealed that the no priming group participants
recorded higher score in the English proficiency test (fEPS converted
mean =. 670) than the priming group (fEPS converted mean =. 600).
However, the accurate production rate on the target form, measured
in the pretest, did not show significant difference between the two
groups. Indeed, the priming group participants had slightly higher
accuracy rate (76%) than the no priming group participants (70% ). This
corresponds to the original assumption that the proficiency level is not
the determining factor in mastering unaccusative verbs.
However, some students who had TEPS converted scores below 600
had some difficulties with the vocabulary used in tasks and also with
the past participle form of some irregular verbs (e.g. shrink-shrunk,
freeze-frozen.) I explained the meaning of the vocabulary to them using
English and some Korean if necessary, but I asked them to guess the
past participle forms by themselves.
None of the participants lived or stayed in the English speaking
countries for more than 6 months. Two students identified themselves
as proficient bilinguals in Japanese, and others replied they learned
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Chinese, Spanish, German, French, Swahili, or Vietnamese at school but
never mastered them. Their English education was done mostly through
the public education, and five students answered they relied more on
self study or the private education. Overall, we can assume that they
had acquired English as a foreign language in mostly domestic
environment.

3.2 Items and tasks
3.2.1 Pretest
To measure the participants' prior knowledge and production on the
target form, fill-in-the-blank tasks were chosen. All the pretest and
treatment items are listed in the Appendix I . Students were asked to
fill in the blank by using the correct form of a verb given in the
parenthesis. Pretest items include 5 accusative passive sentences (3 of
them were given with the be verb, and 2 of them without), and 15
unaccusative sentences (4 obligatory active targets and 11 preferably
active targets). All verbs used in the pretest were different verbs.
However, 8 out of 15 unaccusative verbs used in the pretest also appeared
in the treatment session. Whether there was any effect of lexical repetition
or not is an interesting post analysis question, though not analyzed in
the present study.
The items in the pretest session contained no conceptualizable agents
at all or very weak one (e.g. 'the tCJI'YIIldd in the priming sentence before
#10.) Thus, in the pretest, overpassivization was not particularly induced
or provoked by the context. Yet, there is a possibility that the written
nature of the task fonnat has caused participants to produce more passive
forms in the pretest than in the oral treatment task. The effect of
conceptualizable agents and the register difference make the opposite
prediction on the test results. The former predicts that more passives
will be produced during the treatment if other conditions are controlled,
and the latter predicts that more passives will be produced during the
pretest. We will see which factor played a more significant role in the
Results section.

3.2.2 Treatment
In the treatment session, each participant played the tum-taking question
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and answer game with the interlocutor. The question items consist of
two sentences: first one contains contextual information including a
conceptualizable agent (an animate agent Maggie or Jack) and the second
one a direct question to the state of the object in interest. Similar to
the pretest format, the questioner orally provided a verb that should
be used in the answer (which was written on the question card). Since
the target structure was expected in the answer, (e.g. The ice melted.)
the game always started with the participants asking the interlocutor
a question. Then the interlocutor carne up with an answer, a primed
answer for the priming group and a dummy answer for the no priming
group.
The target verbs used for the priming group were 15 unaccusative
verbs, all repeated once by the interlocutor as a prime. However, to
avoid the direct repetition or memorization of the interlocutor's
sentences, the consequent usage of the same verb as a prime-target was
avoided by reordering of cards. For the priming group, 8 unaccusative
verbs were used, all but one (float) repeated once as a target verb to
the participants. This repetition of the same verb target was chosen to
make the condition of the priming group and the no priming group
as equal as possible, but the possible negative effect of it will be discussed
in the discussion session. Other than 15 target unaccusative sentences,
15 filler items were presented to the no priming group. All dummy items
were active sentences, two of which contained Theme subjects (e.g. Her
shoes became wet) but not using unaccusative verbs. All the items used
in the treatment session are given in the Appendixii, Ill below.

3.3 Procedures
The summary of the whole session is given below in the table. The tasks
were conducted in the following order and description. Duration of each
tasks varied among participants due to their varying proficiency and
familiarity to a certain register. Participants were allowed to ask question
both in the pretest and the treatment session when they carne across
unfamiliar words or when they could not understand the situation. Since
the participants with lower proficiency asked more questions, they
consumed more time.
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Table 1. Summary of the procedures
Tasks

l"rebst (5 min.)
± Written frmns
± 20 ~fillings

Treatment (15-20 min.)
± Oml tum-taking Qs & As

Priming group: 15 primes +
15 target production opportunities
± No priming group: 15 fillers +
15 ta
roducticn
nities

±

QJlestiamaire (5 min.)
±
±

LanguRge background
Interviewing whRt
the participants think
this test is about

Here I present some incidents of turns in the treatment session and
add some more details.

(4) A:. Maggie spread butter on the hot bread. What happened to the
butter? Use MELT.
B: The butter melted.
· · · (Target production)
A:. (Reading the card again) I think so too.
(5) (Several turns later)
B: Jack put ice on the stove. What happened to the ice? Use MELT.
A:. The ice was melted quickly. · · · (Non-target production)
B: That's right.
(4)-(5) are the examples from the priming group. A is a participant and
B is an interlocutor. A reads B the question and the target verb first.
Using the given contextual information and the verb, B constructs an
appropriate sentence and thereby provides a prime to A. A then makes
reaction to the B's answer, by showing understanding on the situation
or replying that B is right. (4) is a turn containing successful target
production. and (5) is considered to be non-target production. Still, the
interlocutor replies "that's right", if the participant's judgment on the
situation is right and the answer contains the given elements (e.g. ice,

melt).
To make the tum-taking as authentic as possible, I did not ask
participants to repeat the primes. It raises a doubt that participants might
have not paid attention to the prime. The acknowledging turn to the
partner's answer, however, wipes out this concern. Participants had to
pay attention to the interlocutor's answer to confirm whether the answer
fits to the given situation Some answers required inference to recover
right information from the contexts, as given below, participants had
to pay attention to both the given context and the partner's answer to
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make the appropriate reaction.
(6) A: Jack turned off the power switch of the whole builcling. What
happened to the computer in the building? Use DIE.
B: The computer died.
·· · (Target production)
A; (Thinking···) Oh, that's right.

Thus, the acknowledging turn ensures that participants have processed
primes and it also makes the conversation more authentic. Many recent
studies have addressed priming from comprehension to production. This
study will also examine the Ieamer's intake of priming in comprehension
and its effect to the production of the target form.
3.4 Coding

In scoring, 1 point was given for the production of the target form (active
usage of unaccusative verbs) and 0 point for the non-target form (passive
usage of unaccusative verbs). Fach question was scored with the same
weight, and all other grammatical errors not related to the passivization
(most frequently the onnssion of articles, some incorrect usage of past
participle forms etc.) were ignored. At first, I gave 0.5 point for the
pseudo-passive sentences, which I considered as have p. p. (e.g. the vase
has broken), be adjective (e.g. the computer was dead), the usage of
unambiguous p.p. form of a verb alone (e.g. the banana frozen).
Pseudo-passives are the widely recognized errors considered to be typical
of Lllanguage of a topic<omment language such as Chinese, Japanese,
and Korean (Schachter and Rutherford 1979, Rutherford 1983, Yip 1995).
Moreover, Han (2000) provided evidence that pseudo-passives are
gradually reincarnated into a target-like passive as a result of increased
syntacticization. Thus, pseudo-passives can be considered as the
potentially passive forms.
Some participants in this research also seemed to use pseudo-passive
systemically when they wanted to generate passive forms but were lack
of confidence. However, applying a ternary scoring system increased
complexity in interpreting participants score. (e.g. When someone got
1 point for two questions, we would not know whether the sum is the
result of two pseudo-passive or one passive and one active sentences.)
Therefore, I rescored participants with a binary system (1 point for active
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target sentences, 0 point for passive or pseudo-passive non-target
sentenrel,) after eliminating two subjects who used more than three times
from the analysis. The total number of students who used the
pseudo-passive construction was 8, and became 6 after eliminating the
two. The first and rescored results are presented in the tables below.
Table 2. The first scoring and rescored results
(Subject # 7, 10, 11 were eliminated from the analysis.)
Group

Subj

No

#
9

%
0.60

Priming

10

Priming

Group

Subj

0.00

No

#
9

0.80

0.13

Priming

79

9:T5

9

11

0.80

0.77

9;6

12

0.83

0.63

*

9:T5

12

0.8

0.6

13

0.85

0.47

13

0.85

0.47

14

0.65

0.00

14

0.65

0.00

15

0.48

0.63

15

0.45

0.6

16

0.88

0.70

16

0.85

0.53

1

0.90

0.93

1

0.90

0.93

2

0.90

0.73

2

0.90

0.73

3

0.80

0.60

3

0.80

0.60

Pretest

Treatment
%

Priming

Pretest
o/o

Treatment

0.60

0.00

%

4

0.83

0.87

4

0.8

0.87

5

0.33

0.87

5

0.3

0.87

6

0.75

0.87

6

0.7

0.87

'1-

t

'1-

t

t

8

0.95

8

0.95

0.87

t

0.87

The shaded parts indicate there had been changes in score.
Interestingly, priming group participants who generated pseudopassives in the pretest (subject # 4, 5, 6) did not generate pseudo-passives
in the treatment. On the other hand, no priming group participants who
generated pseudo-passive in the pretest, generated equal number or more
number of pseudo-passives in the treatment. This difference will be
further discussed in the discussion session.
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4. Results
4.1 Descriptions on the data
The participants' mean production rate to the target structure in the
pretest and treatment session is described below. The priming group
performed better both in the pretest and the treatment session The mean
variances between priming group and no priming group were 6% in
the pretest, and 45 % in the treatment. H we convert this into mean
production times per 15 trials, (since there were 15 unaccusative target
production opportunities both in the pretest and the treatment) mean
times difference are 0.% times in the pretest and 6.79 times in the
treatment.
Table 3. Active production rate during the pretest and treatment
Session

Group

N

Pretest
scores

Priming
No Priming

Treatment
scores

Priming
No Priming

7
6
7
6

Mean%

SD

Mean times

.7643

.22120
.16125
.11362

11.46
10.5
12.29
5.5

.7000

.8190
.3667

.28829

Also, as discussed briefly in the Method part, the context interference
predicts that no priming group will perform better in the pretest, while
the register difference predicts that no priming group will perform better
in the treatment. Table 3 confirms that the context interference - the
existence of conceptualizable agent in this case - was a more
determining factor in overpassivization. More importantly we can see
that despite the context interference, priming group performed better
in the treatment session than in the pretest.
One more interesting thing to note is that the SD value of the priming
group reduced into half in the treatment, while the SD value of the no
priming group increased in the treatment. This means that even though
the priming group originally showed more variance in their performance,
priming not only uplifted the average performance, but also leveled the
participants' proficiency on the target form. In short, priming facilitated
L2 learners' performance on the target form regardless of their
proficiency. On the other hand, the illcreased SD value of the no priming
group means that the participants relied more on their proficiency or
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individual preference to the active form when there was no guidance
of priming.

4.2 Statistical comparison
Despite the small sample size (n=13), I conducted statistical analysis using
an independent sample t-test. The independent sample t-test is especially
useful when the sample size is smaller than 30 and to confinn whether
the mean variance between the two groups is meaningful or not.
One-way ANOVA basically compares the same factor, but t-test is more
efficient when comparing small samples. Thus, I chose the independent
sample t-test in stead of one-way ANOVA.
The statistical analysis showed that the mean difference between the
two groups was not significant in the pretest (F=.071, d£=13-2=11, p>.OS),
while the mean difference in the treatment was significant (F=10.81,
d£=11, p<.Ol). Therefore, the null hypothesis that the production of the
target form in the two groups is rejected.
To summarize the findings, priming indeed increased the production
of the active use of unaccusative verbs, as I assumed in the first
hypothesis. Since I eliminated the register difference from the
determining factor in the previous section, it can be said that discourse
interference played a major role in U learners' overpassivization.
Priming, thus, can be said to survive through the discourse interference
and led the priming group to more target-like usage of an unaccusative
verb. This finding corresponds to the second hypothesis.

5. Discussions and limitations
This study proved that structural priming effect persists despite the
discourse interference in the overpassivization problem It is obviously
my next step to observe the implicit learning effect of priming on
unaccusative verbs including post tests in the design with larger samples.
This will strengthen the arguments in favor of the framework that
considers structural priming as a part of implicit learning. Also, it will
provide pedagogical implication on how to teach unaccusative verbs to
U learners. Obviously simple rule learning or memorization cannot
prevent learners from overpassivization. Providing learners with as many
samples of unaccusatives in variety of context and making them notice
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or produce the target structure will help learners acqtrire procedural
knowledge on unaccusative verbs.
In addition, I could observe the leveling effect of priming. That is,
the participants' proficiency on the target form became more even after
priming. I think this is because of the nature of the target form. In
unaccusative verb usage, more target-like form is structurally simpler
form. Therefore, the increase in production after priming is less affected
by learners' proficiency on the target form before priming or the general
proficiency. Interestingly enough, in the interview I conducted after the
treatment, most of the participants in the priming group did not notice
this test was about a certain verb group that is better not to be passivized.
They only replied that they thought this test was about the usage of
passive verb forms. Some participants in the no priming group, however,
were aware that this test was about certain category of verbs that cannot
or had better not be passivized. They try to bring up what they have
memorized in the high-school grammar and distinguish which verb
belongs to which category. In other words, they rely more on declarative
knowledge which also lowered their fluency (speed) on the target form.
Several mefhodological decisions need to be reconsidered or improved
First, using the written pretest has its incentives and shortcomings. In
one hand, it helped learners to get ready on the target form or on the
test settings better. Especially for low-level learners, it is often too
frightening to start from the English conversation. They might have
trouble with recognizing the words through listening before they activate
them through written forms. On the other hand, the register difference
made the data difficult to interpret For some participants in the priming
group, the register difference caused proficiency drop in the treatment
session. Since Korean learners are more accustomed to written tests than
oral tests, their proficiency might be asymmetric between written and
oral production. Thus, conducting oral pretests might lead to the clear
results.
Also, while I set priming group to be encountered with the same verb
twice, once as a priming and once as a production target, no priming
group encountered same unaocusative verbs twice only as a production
target. I did this to make more equal condition for the two groups, but
there is a possibility that a sample of production of a target verb played
a role as a prime for the no priming group. That is, one might be lexically
primed by their own utterance. Therefore, if the learner used the wrong
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form of with certain verb, the chance

he/ she will produce another wrong

form of the verb might increase. This factor should be carefully
considered in the further study.
Coding on pseudo-passives also can be accounted otherwise. There
are scholars who disagree that pseudo-passives are potential passives.
Or there might be a stronger position that insists pseudo-passive as a
wrong target, and I should not have excluded the frequent
pseudo-passive users. Further theoretical and empirical studies on
pseudo-passive construction can clear this issue out and provide firmer
ground to current study.
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APPENDIX 1

Pretest Items
t

Discourse

1

1he museum was

2

1he book was

3
4

Many people were
party.
1he oHer

5

1he cherry

6

cocktail.
1he ball
few times.

7

My diary

8

1he apples

Context

Target verb

Target Form

Type

VISIT

PAffi!VE

obligatory

PUBIJSH

PAffi!VE

obligatory

INVITE

PAffi!VE

obligatory

ACCEPT

PASSIVE

obligatory

SINK

ACTIVE

optional

up and down

BOUNCE

ACTIVE

optional

in my drawer.

KEEP

PASSIVE

obligatory

DROP

ACTIVE

optional

GROW

ACTIVE

optional

HAPPEN

ACTIVE

obligatory

BREAK

ACTIVE

optional

OPEN

ACTIVE

optional

ACTIVE

optional

often.

last year.
to the
easily.
into

to

the

the

ground.

9

1he tree

tall quickly.

Last summer, a chaos happened
because of the tornado. (PRIME)

10 All the windows

11 1he door suddenly
12 1he shirts and pants _ _ from the
closet.
13 My clothes

14 1he

mirror

in

the

bedroom

15 The electronic machines

POP

our

SOAK

ACTIVE

optional

SHATI'ER

ACTIVE

optional

DIE

ACTIVE

obligatory

VANISH

ACTIVE

obligatory

ROLL

ACTIVE

optional

INCREASE

ACTIVE

obligatory

19 Some of the dogs

DISAPPEAR

ACTIVE

obligatory

20 All the traffic flow

FREEZE

ACTIVE

optional

16 People in the street
17 Rocks on the hills

DOWN
18 1he water level

quickly.
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APPENDIX 2
Treatment Items for the Priming and No Priming Group
Shadowed items were used for the no priming group.

*

Discourse Context
Maggie spread butter on the hot
bread. What happened to the

Target Form
The butter
melted.

Type
optional

MELT

The ice
melted.

optional

Maggie struck the vase with a
hammer. What happened to the
vase?
Jack hit a bottle with a bat. What
happened to the bottle?

BREAK

The vase
broke.

optional

BREAK

The bottle
broke.

optional

5 Maggie put a banana in the freezer.

FREEZE

The banana

optional

*1
2
3

4

butter?
Jack put ice on the stove. What
happened to the ice?

Target verb
MELT

What happened to the banana?

6

froze.

Jack put a bottle of water in the
What happened to the
water?
Maggie pushed a large ball toward
the slope. What happened to the
ball?
Jack pushed a rock toward a cliff.
What happened to the rock?

FREEZE

The water
froze.

optional

ROLL
DOWN

The ball
rolled down.

optional

ROLL
DOWN

The rock
rolled down.

optional

Maggie washed a sweater with hot
water. What happened to the

SHRINK

The sweater
shrunk.

optional

SHRINK

The jeans
shrunk.

optional

The clothes

optional

freezer.
7

8
9

sweater?
111 Jack put the jeans in the dryer.
What happened to the jeans?

11 Maggie hung the clothes under the
sunlight. What happened to the
clothes?
1.2 Jack took out the fish from the fish
bowl. What happened to the fish?

DRY

13 Maggie threw an empty bottle into
the pond. What happened to the
bottle?
14 Jack poured oil on top of water.
What happened to the oil?

FLOAT

The bottle
floated.

obligatory

FLOAT

The oil
floated.

obligatory

15 Maggie crashed the boat to the
iceberg. What happened to the boat?

SINK

dried.

DRY

The fish
dried.

The boat
sank.

optional

optional

34

'"iii

Jack shot the enemy's submarine
with a missile. What happened to
the submarine?
1J Maggie unlocked the door and
pushed it hard. What happened to
the door?
11! Jack got the code of the box right.
What happened to the box?

SINK

The
submarine

optional

sank.
OPEN

The door
opened.

optional

OPEN

The box
opened.

optional

19 Maggie stopped watering the tree.
What happened to the leaves?

TURN

The leaves
turned yellow.

optional

211 Jack ripened the green apple for
three days. What happened to the

TURN

The apple
turned red.

optional

DIE

The motor
died.

obligatory

DIE

The computer
died.

obligatory

The coin

obligatory

apple?
21 Maggie pulled out the plug of the
motor. What happened to the
motor?
22 Jack tum off the power switch of
the whole building. What happened
to the computer in the building?

23 Maggie did a trick with a coin.
What happened to the coin?

DISAPPEAR

24 Jack did a magic with a dove.
What happened to the dove?

DISAPPEAR

25 Maggie left the soup in the hot
weather for
long time. What
happened to the taste of soup?

CHANGE

26 Jack put some paint in the water.
What happened to the color of
water?
27 Maggie threw the ball against the
wall. What happened to the ball?

CHANGE

211 Jack shouted loud against the
mountain. What happened to his
voice?

BOUNCE

29 Maggie ordered some clothes on
internet. What happened to
clothes?
3(1 Jack requested a new printer to
head office. What happened to
printer?

the
the

ARRIVE

The clothes
arrived.

obligatory

the
the

ARRIVE

The printer
arrived.

obligatory

disappeared.
The dove

obligatory

disappeared.
The taste
changed.

optional

The color

optional

changed.
BOUNCE

BACK
BACK

The ball
bouru:ed back.

optional

His voice

optional

bouru:ed back.
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APPENDIX 3
Filler Items for the No Priming Group
Discourse

*
1

Interference

Maggie walked outside and the ground was wet.
What happened to her shoes?
Jack gave a book to John. What happened to Jolm?

Target
Verb

Target Form

BECOME

Maggie sold a car to John. What happened to
John?
Jack rode a helicopter. What happened to Jack?

BUY

Her shoes became
wet.
John received the
book.
John bought the car

FLY

Jack flew the sky.

Maggie JXEed. John a question. What would Jolm
do?
Jack sent John a love letter. What did John do
with the letter?
Maggie let out the horse on the market. What
would John do to horse?
Jack told John a story. What happened to John?

ANSWE
R
READ

John would answer
the question.
John read the letter.

BUY

John would buy the
horse.
John heard the story.

Maggie passed John his bag. What happened
to John?
Jack gifted a portrait to John. What happened
to John?
Maggie went to John's party. What had John
probably done?
Jack received the phone call from John. What
did John do?
Maggie baked John a cake. What would John
do with the cake?
Jack ran into the cave. What happened to Jack?

RECEIVE

15 Maggie hammered the metal What happened to

BECOME

2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

the metal?

RECEIVE

HEAR

POSSESS
INVITE

CALL

EAT
ENTER

John received the
bag.
John possessed the
portrait.
John invited her to
the party.
John called Jack.
John would eat the
cake.
Jack entered the cave.
The metal became
flat.

